October 18, 2007

**Correction Notice:** Please note Olivier Roy is not an editor of *The Columbia World Dictionary of Islamism*, corrected citation information for the volume can be found below or on the enclosed press release.

Dear Sir or Madam,

Recently a review copy of *The Columbia World Dictionary of Islamism* has been sent to you, which if it has not arrived yet should arrive shortly. The leading resource on one of the world’s most important ideologies, *The Columbia World Dictionary of Islamism* features more than two thousand entries on the history of Islamism and Islamic countries. It provides a balanced account of major events and organizations, as well as philosophers, activists, militants and other prominent figures, and captures the true magnitude of a movement that has irrevocably changed both Muslim and Western societies.

Unfortunately, the book was printed with an error and I am writing to you today to provide you with the correction. The correct title citation for the book should be:

*The Columbia World Dictionary of Islamism* is edited by Antoine Sfeir, and is translated and edited by John King

Olivier Roy is a contributor to the volume and should not be cited as an editor. Enclosed you will find an updated press release which contains the corrected and pertinent information for the title.

Should you have any questions or need further information please contact me.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Derek Warker
Associate Publicist
dw2216@columbia.edu
Tel: 212.459.0600, ext. 7127